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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) massage has a better effect on treating infant diarrhea compared to
medical treatment. The TCM doctors need to be trained to master professional massage techniques. Traditional Chinese massage
training relies on the students’ understanding ability, and cannot accurately record the students’ operating information. This
situation leads to insufficient clinical massage skills of the students.
OBJECTIVE: This paper proposes a novel massage training platform to quantitatively perceive the massage techniques of
students.
METHODS: The paper proposed two types of flexible array sensors, which are arranged and placed into the bionic baby
according to the position of the human acupoints. The massage techniques of the training object can be analyzed and evaluated
during the massage process by studying the voltage from pressure sensors when the participants massage the bionic infant.
RESULTS: A medical student was invited to conduct the massage training experiment, and the massage information included
the operating strength, massage frequency and the massage direction, which were recorded and analyzed through the training
platform.
CONCLUSION: The platform can perceive the parameters related to the massage technique of students and can be used for
medical training.
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1. Introduction

Infant diarrhea is a typical disease that results from the immature digestive system of the infant, which
occurs in infants between the ages of one and two [1,2]. Because infants are weak and easily react to
drugs, it is not advisable to use Western medicine to treat diarrhea [3]. In contrast, infant massage such
as the traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) method is convenient, quick and effective, and solves the
problem of infants’ difficulty of swallowing drugs and fear of injection, and the massage is a kind of
treatment that can be performed by the parents.

In the process of massage treatment for infants, because the baby’s body tissue is delicate, the massage
technique must be gentle, uniform and stable, and doctors need standardized training to master professional
operation methods. In traditional massage training methods, the teacher provides one-to-many services to
the students in the classroom [4,5]. Due to the limit of the attention and energy of the teachers, it is not
possible to provide all students with detailed and comprehensive guidance. This situation leads to blind
training for students, and it is more difficult to improve their massage techniques [6–11].

On the whole, traditional massage training relies on students’ comprehension ability, lacking systematic,
standardized and accurate training means. The assessment of the student’s massage technique relies on the
subjective experience of the doctor which cannot be quantified. At the same time, the baby’s physiological
structure is not yet mature, and there are ethical restrictions that prevent babies from being used as a
training platform for trained doctors. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop a new TCM massage
training platform for infants to meet the standardized training needs of doctors.

With the promotion and application of detection technology, the research on robot-assisted medical
training platforms has been carried out. As early as 1960, Peter Safar from Norway developed a robot
for artificial respiration training (Resusci-Anne) [12,13], and it was the first robot that was used in
medical training. Then the Takanishi Laboratory of Waseda University developed a series of robots for
neurological examination and education training [14–17]. This series of robots could fully simulate
the human motor nervous system to help the students master the examination skills and understand
various diseases. At the same time, the laboratory also developed a training robot that can simulate
the opening and closing process of the mandible of patients and provide human airway examination
training [18,19]. Saverio Farsoni from the University of Ferrara designed an ultrasound training system
to provide high-quality training scenarios to improve the effectiveness of ultrasound education [20].
Shun Ishikawa from Nagoya University developed a training robot that helps therapists perform manual
examinations of human joints [21]. The robot allows students to touch and feel real human bodies, thereby
providing a perception of the complex movements of the joints and bone of the human body.

Research on massage training platforms is mainly concentrated in China. The Shanghai University of
Traditional Chinese Medicine has designed an analyzer for Chinese medicine massage manipulation [22].
It can determine the correctness of the manipulation method by analyzing the trajectory of the manipula-
tion point, but the scope of application of the analyzer is narrow. Xing designed a massage teaching device
that can convert the mechanical signal of massage into a current signal [23]. The change characteristics of
the speed and strength of the massage technique can be calculated by analyzing the change law of the
mechanical curve of the manipulation technique. However, the device cannot accurately simulate the
human body’s mechanical characteristics and provide a more realistic massage touch sense. Tao Wang
introduced a robot massage evaluation system based on the fuzzy set theory [24]. The system consists of a
human body model and a pressure collection device that collects pressure information from the surface of
the human body and makes an assessment, but it is not suitable for pediatric massage. Zheng developed a
glove massage information collection device and pneumatic human organ simulation device [25], which
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Fig. 1. System overview. (a) The training platform, (b) Pressure sensors, (c) The system chat.

can simulate the chest structure of different human bodies, but it can only collect pressure data and cannot
analyze the frequency and direction of the massage.

The current medical training platforms are mainly used for diagnosis and treatment of adult diseases,
while research on infant massages have not been reported in China or abroad. Therefore, this paper
proposes a novel massage training platform to standardize massage training.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed description of the proposed system
configuration. Section 3 presents the experimental results. The performance and potential improvements
of the proposed system are discussed in Section 4.

2. Methods

2.1. System overview

The system includes the simulated training platform, as shown in Fig. 1a, the film pressure sensor, as
shown in Fig. 1b, and the data acquisition system and graphical user interface developed by C++ builder.
The system is designed to obtain the pressure and massage frequency and massage order of the training
object during the massage process and to analyze and evaluate the massage technique of the object. This
is done by studying the voltage from pressure sensors when the participants are massaging the bionic
infant. As shown in Fig. 1c, the system flow includes Chinese medicine massage analysis and pressure
sensor layout, hardware circuit design and software programming, massage evaluation and visualization.
Each of these acquisition and processing steps is described in the following section.
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Fig. 2. The simplified human motion model.

2.2. The technique of Chinese medicine massage

According to the literature on Chinese medicine methods for treating infant diarrhea [26], diarrhea
caused by digestive tract in infants can be massaged by Dantian, Guiwei, Piyu, Zhongwan, Zusanli and
Tianshu. The common skills of traditional Chinese massage for infants includes pushing, kneading,
pressing and rubbing. During the massage, doctors often use the middle finger or palm to knead Dantian,
and the middle finger or thumb to knead Guiwei. For the massage method of Zhongwan, the doctor
uses the palm or four fingers to rub Zhongwan in a clockwise direction. In the massage process of Piyu,
the doctor’s double thumbs are kneaded on both sides of the baby on Piyu. The doctor also kneads
Tianshu with the index and middle fingers, and kneads Zusanli with the thumb. In the massage process
of Changyu, the doctor uses the tip of the index finger and middle finger to slowly press the Changyu
located on the baby’s back. The massage techniques for the infant are shown in Fig. 2.

The basic requirements for infant massage are: equality, softness, smoothness and steadiness, further-
more, the massage intensity and the procedures of operation are essential. Based on the above analysis of
the common techniques of infant massage, the critical point of the massage can be summarized as the
following parameters: massage strength, massage time, massage speed and massage direction.

2.3. Project design

This section includes four parts: 1) sensor selection and distribution, 2) hardware design, 3) software
design, and 4) system framework.

2.3.1. Sensor selection and distribution
By analyzing the important acupuncture points and the basic operation methods of TCM massage,

the distributed flexible array pressure sensor is used to record massage data for differences in massage
techniques at different acupoints in infants. This paper introduces two kinds of sensors, the force exerted
by the doctor by pressing is collected by a single-area sensor which containing a single sensing unit,
and the magnitude, direction and frequency of the force applied by the doctor through the kneading and
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Fig. 3. Sensors for the massage platform.

Fig. 4. Curve of the characteristics of the sensor.

rubbing are collected by a three-area sensor with multiple sensing units. Note: The three areas share a
power line, which can equivalent to a parallel circuit. The sensors are shown in Fig. 3. The characteristic
of the pressure sensors is that its resistance value changes with the pressure applied to the surface. The
relationship between resistance and pressure changes is shown in Fig. 4.

In order to improve the training efficiency of massage, the positions of the sensors are pre-arranged and
placed inside the baby model. Because the structure of the robot body is very similar to a real baby, a
real massage environment is created when the sensors are placed in the corresponding position of the
human acupoint. This way, the student does not know the position of the sensors and the massage result is
reflected more objectively. Thirteen sensors which include 29 sensing units are placed in the infant model
for collecting massage data. Among them, the three-area sensor is respectively used on Zusanli, Piyu,
Guiwei and Tianshu to collect the data of kneading, three single-area sensors are used on Zhongwan to
collect the data of rubbing, a three-area sensor is used to collect the data of rubbing on Dantian, and two
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Fig. 5. Pressure sensor distribution. (a) Acupuncture points on the abdomen and lower limbs, (b) Acupuncture points on the
back, (c) The baby model.

Fig. 6. Electric schematic diagram.

single-area sensors are used on Changyu to collect the data of pressing. The arrangement of the sensor is
shown in Fig. 5.

2.3.2. Hardware design
The pressure sensor selected in this paper is equivalent to a variable resistor. The resistance value of the

sensor will decrease with the increase of the pressure on the sensor surface. According to Ohm’s law, the
voltage load on the sensor changes with the change of its resistance. So, the bleeder chain can be used
to convert the detected pressure into the voltage signal. A total of 29 sensing units were placed in the
infant model, so 29 bleeder chains were connected in parallel to measure the voltage of each sensing
unit. Since the structure of each sensor is similar, only the application circuit of a single sensing unit is
shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, R1 presents the reference resistor, Rs presents the resistance of the sensor.
In this circuit, the input voltage is 5 V and the sensitivity of the measurement circuit can be changed by
changing the value of R1. The voltage corresponding to the pressure is:

Vout =
Rs

R1 +Rs
∗ 5v (1)

The Vout is proportional to Rs. When the massage pressure is large, the value of Rs becomes smaller
(see Fig. 4), and the Vout becomes smaller also. The change of the output voltage of the measurement
circuit reflects the change of the massage force of the doctor. In this way, the requirements of quantitatively
collecting massage information of doctors are realized.
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Fig. 7. Electric schematic diagram.

At the same time, in order to reduce the interference of the input voltage, a filter circuit is added at the
input end of the acquisition circuit board. The circuit is shown in Fig. 7.

2.3.3. Software design
The massage training system needs to receive the data of the pressure acquisition module and process

it. The function of the acquisition circuit introduced in the previous section is to convert the pressure
value into the voltage signal. Then the obtained voltage value is discretized by AD acquisition card, and
the discrete voltage signal can be saved as cxv data through serial port. The AD conversion is realized by
ADT880 and transmitted the data to the host computer via PC/104 bus for data processing. The ADT880
is a data acquisition board manufactured by SBS Co., Ltd., with a sampling speed up to 200 KHz. The
software of the massage platform is used to control ADT880 to realize AD conversion, data processing
and data transmission. The collection process of massage data is shown in Fig. 8.

2.3.4. System framework
The novel massage training platform is mainly composed of four parts, which include the bionic baby,

the Chinese medicine massage detection module, the data acquisition module and the GUI. The bionic
baby is made up of bionic materials, and its size, skin texture and distribution of important acupoints are
similar to real babies. The TCM massage detection system is composed of flexible array pressure sensors
distributed on the important acupoints of the simulated infant and electronic circuits. The data acquisition
module is used to collect the output voltage of the detection module and display it on the Graphical User
Interface (GUI). The framework of the training robot is shown in Fig. 9.

During the training process, the teacher runs the training system and the students perform massage
training on the baby model. When there is an interaction between the student and the baby model, the
resistance value of the pressure sensor will change due to the change of force applied to the baby’s skin.
Then the massage detection module will output different voltages under the action of the voltage divider
circuit, and this voltage value directly reflects the change of interaction between the student and the baby.
The voltage data can be saved by setting the sampling frequency of the data acquisition module in the
GUI.
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Fig. 8. Collection process of the massage data.

Fig. 9. The framework of the training platform.

2.4. Evaluation theory of the massage technique

The effect of the massage largely depends on the strength of the applied force. The baby’s body is
weak, so the baby’s skin tissue may be damaged when the massage force is too strong. At the same
time, the massage technique for different acupoints is not the same, and the doctor should change the
massage strength according to the baby’s response. The pressure sensor used in this system can change
the resistance according to the magnitude of the massage force. Therefore, the range of the voltage value
obtained by the acquisition system can directly reflect the force applied by the student.

There is a saying in TCM massage called “Turn for complement, reverse for leakage”, meaning to
promote the health of the baby by clockwise massage and to treat diarrhea by counterclockwise massage.
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Fig. 10. The framework of the training platform.

The three-area sensor selected in this paper has three sensing units. When the students use the Kneading
and Rubbing massage technique, we can determine the massage order by looking at the area where the
voltage signal appears. For example, the direction of massage is counterclockwise when the signal appears
first in sensing unit-a and then in sensing unit-b, and the direction of the massage is counterclockwise
conversely.

The frequency of massage also plays an important role in the treatment of diarrhea. The doctor’s fingers
or hands should not leave the surface of the infant during the massage. The massage frequency of the
students can be determined by the duration and frequency of the voltage signal of each sensing unit.

Each sensing unit of the sensor is subjected to pressure during the massage process of the student by
using Rubbing or Kneading; therefore, there are multiple sensing unit voltage values in the same sampling
period. In order to clearly express the situation of each acupuncture point, the minimum value of multiple
voltage values in the same sampling period is calculated. The sensing unit corresponding to the minimum
value also shows the maximum stress point, which indicates the position of the student’s finger or palm
on the baby model. In this manner, the students’ massage technique can be reflected by each sensing unit
with the above theories.

3. Results and discussion

To test the effectiveness of the training platform, a medical student is invited to conduct the massage
technology training experiment. In order to ensure the rigor of the experiment, the subject learns the
relevant theoretical knowledge of the massage in advance. Moreover, the subjects has to do the massage
training via the infant model without knowing the specific location of the sensor. The experimental
environment is shown in Fig. 10. By means of MATLAB, data fitting of the collected voltage values is
carried out to obtain the change diagram of voltage-time as well as the change diagram of voltage-sensor
unit. The quantitative analysis of the doctor’s massage data can be realized by analyzing the experimental
data based on the evaluation method introduced in Section 2.4.
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Fig. 11. The training data of Tianshu. (a) Training data of Tianshu-left, (b) Training data of Tianshu-right, (c) Histogram of
Tianshu-left, (d) Histogram of Tianshu-right. Note: a presents the sensing unit-a, b presents the sensing unit-b, and c presents the
sensing unit-c.

The AD sampling period is set as 25 ms in GUI, and the sampling period becomes 125 ms after data
filtering. The student uses Kneading to massage Tianshu, and the experimental data are recorded in
Fig. 11. As shown in this figure, the voltage range of the Tianshu-left and the Tianshu-right is 0–2, and
some of the measured voltage values are close to 0. This indicates that the intensity of massage on Tianshu
is heavy, which may cause pain to the real baby. The voltage value measured on Tianshuo-left appears
first in the sensing unit-a, then appears in the sensing unit-b and the sensing unit-c, and the direction of
the massage is counterclockwise. The voltage value measured on Tianshu-right appears in the sensing
unit-a first, then in the sensing unit-c and the sensing unit-b, and the direction of massage is clockwise.
The massage direction of the acupoints on both sides of the baby is inconsistent, which does not meet the
needs of treatment of diarrhea. At the same time, the voltage signal distribution of each sensing unit in
Tianshu-left is uneven, indicating that the student applied uneven force during the massage. Furthermore,
the frequency of measurement voltage measured on Tianshu-left is higher, indicating that the massage
frequency for the two acupoints is inconsistent.

The experimental data of Zusanli are shown in Fig. 12. The voltage range measured on Zusanli-left
and Zusanli-right is 0–2.5, and the measured voltage value on Zusanli-left is close to 0, indicating that
the massage force applied by the student on Zusanli-left is strong. Comparing the order of the voltage
values measured on the Zusanli-left and Zusanli-right, we found that the massage directions of the two
acupuncture points are inconsistent. At the same time, the massage frequency of the two acupuncture
points is inconsistent and the force acting on Zusanli-right is uneven.

The massage data of the two acupoints are selected to analyze the student’s massage technique. The
experimental results show that the intensity of the student’s massage techniques is larger, and the pressure
applied in the acupoints distributed on both sides of the baby are not uniform, and the direction of massage
is not correct also. This situation is very common for medical students because the intensity and direction
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Fig. 12. The training data of Zusanli. (a) Training data of Zusanli-left, (b) Training data of Zusanli-right, (c) Histogram of
Zusanli-left, (d) Histogram of Zusanli-right. Note: a presents the sensing unit-a, b presents the sensing unit-b, c presents the
sensing unit-c.

of the massage are easily mistaken when they first learning the technique of massage. However, the
student’s massage technique for Zusanli is better than Tianshu as a whole by comparing the two groups of
data, because the force acting on the Zusanli-left is relatively uniform. We can speculate that the students’
massage techniques can be gradually improved with the increase in training time. In summary, all the
experimental results indicate that the massage training robot system can be used as a training platform for
students.

4. Conclusions and future work

This paper presents a new massage training robot system for the treatment of infant diarrhea. Before
the system design, the distribution of acupoints and massage manipulation with infants were analyzed
and two kinds of array sensors were selected to detect the massage pressure. Based on the characteristics
of the sensor, the hardware system of the massage robot was built, and the AD acquisition program was
written. The robot system was mainly composed of a bionic baby, massage technique detection circuit,
data acquisition system and GUI. The experimental results show that the system can detect the strength of
the massage technique by the value of voltage signal, the order of massage technique can be detected by
the generation area of the voltage signal, and the frequency of massage technique can be detected by the
duration of the voltage signal.

In future work, the sEMG signal detection device and the wearable inertial sensor will be combined to
obtain the information of the doctor’s hand muscle strength, and the doctor’s hand motion information
collection system will be constructed. The movement law of the limbs during the massage operation
by doctors with rich clinical experience will be studied, and an imaged doctor massage operation
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navigation system can be constructed through human motion mapping method to guide students to
conduct standardized training. The massage data of experts should be collected and the expert database
should established. Furthermore, the massage data of students can be collected through training. Finally,
the student’s massage technique evaluation model will be established by combining it with the expert
database.
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